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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

A. CONCLUSION 

The analysis and discussion in the previous chapter lead to the 

following conclusions. Dismissed movie contains many interesting 

and memorable dialogues that can be categorized as the expressive 

speech acts. The conversations in the movies attract us from the way 

of speaking, acting and body movement. The drama and live action in 

this film also assist viewers to focus on what the characters are doing. 

Based on the data analysis, the expressive speech acts are frequently 

performed in the movie. It can be seen from the analysis in the 

previous section that elaborated the use of the expressive speech acts. 

The results of the analysis showed that there are six kinds of 

expressive speech acts. There are expressive of thanking, expressive 

of apologizing, expressive of congratulating, expressive of greeting, 

expressive of wishing, and expressive of attitude. But the researcher 

only found five kinds of expressive speech acts and 21 utterances 

used by Lucas Ward in Dismissed movie. There are 6 expressive of 

thanking, 2 expressive of apologizing, 2 expressive of greeting, 6 

expressive of wishing, and 5 expressive of attitudes.  
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Based on the data, there are two the most dominant of 

expressive speech act found in Dismissed movie that used by Lucas 

Ward are expressive of thanking and wishing. It can be concluded 

that Lucas Ward of Dismissed movie used expressive of thanking to 

express something in which have done in activities of all person. 

Thanking has function to express gratitude. As we know that 

thanking is about someone to show that the way people being grateful 

for something that someone has been done. Furthermore, expressive 

of wishing that used by Lucas Ward is also the most dominant 

expressive speech acts in Dismissed movie. Expression of wishing is 

a kind of utterance that expressed by speaker to show an expression 

of desire or wants to expect it becomes reality.  The speaker wants to 

express what he/she hopes to be come true as what he is expected. It 

can be concluded that Lucas Ward in Dismissed movie using the 

expressive of thanking because he want to show an expression of 

gratitude and expressive of wishing to show an expression of desire. 

That’s why the expressive of thanking and wishing is the most 

dominant used by Lucas Ward in Dismissed movie. 

By watching this movie, the viewers or audiences will learn 

about words, actions and utterances. The viewer can learn about 

pragmatics, especially speech acts by observing the dialogues and 
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their context in every scene of the movie. The viewer can see the 

importance of expressive speech acts in keeping the smooth flow of 

the story lines of the movie. The viewer can also learn grammar, 

pronunciation, and vocabulary from what they see and hear. They can 

imitate the action that the characters performing in the movie. On the 

other hand, the impact that we can get from studying expressive 

speech act in a film is that we can reduce the misunderstandings that 

occur in our daily conversations. It certainly happens because the 

background of our knowledge is different from one another.  

 

B. SUGGESTION 

On the conclusion above, the researcher would like to offer 

some suggestions. The first, many people can learn many things from 

this study. As mentioned earlier that there many advantages to learn 

speech act or specifically expressive speech act in this movie. 

Besides being able to understand deeper understanding of pragmatic, 

speech act, and expressive. This research is also useful for 

understanding how to use the correct statements. Hence, the 

researchers hope that many people will benefit from watching this 

movie not just for entertainment but also for study. For example, 

many schools and universities nowadays use movies to teach some 
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materials about speaking skill to improve their student ability. On the 

other hand, we sincerely hope that this research can also be initiated, 

reproduce and thoroughly study in other schools and universities. 

Secondly, the study in this thesis is only focused on the expressive 

speech acts. Through this study we will have better understanding 

why and how people react or response to expressive speech acts 

based on the psycho-analysis. In addition, as there are many types of 

expressive speech acts that related to the classifications of experts, it 

will be interesting well if this research carry out and investigates 

more comprehensively in the future. 

 


